
Coco” is earning praise from
Mexican American audiences for its
portrayal of Mexican culture and

the holiday, “Day of the Dead.” The
Disney-Pixar animated production hauled
in an estimated $72.9 million over the five-
day weekend and features an almost
entirely Latino cast. It comes after
Disney’s “Moana” - a computer-animated
movie featuring a girl from a Polynesian
village - garnered mostly positive reaction
from Polynesian audiences in 2016. 

Both “Coco” and “Moana” used con-
sultants to make sure the films were cultur-
ally sensitive. Disney productions haven’t
always received praise for their portrayal
of ethnic minorities. In fact, some popular
films have been attacked for reinforcing
stereotypes or for simply being racist.
Here’s a look how ethnic minorities have
been portrayed in previous Disney pro-
ductions:

AFRICAN-AMERICANS
In Disney’s 1941 film “Dumbo,” the

leader of a pack of crows is named Jim
Crow. The poor and seemingly uneducated
crows use slang and black vernacular while
calling each other “brotha.” That portrayal
drew scrutiny for stereotypical depiction
of African-Americans. “I’d be done see’n
about everything, when I see an elephant
fly,” the jive-talking crows sing.

“Song of the South,” a 1946 Disney
musical about post-Civil War Georgia,
came under intense criticism from black
civil rights leaders for its depiction of
African-Americans. They said the Uncle
Remus collection of black folklore stories
was based on racial caricatures. The film
has not been released on home video in the
US. Disney CEO Robert Iger has previous-
ly said that the company had discussed
releasing the movie on home video but
decided against it.

NATIVE AMERICANS
The 1953 animated film “Peter Pan” fea-

tured the song “What Made the Red Man
Red” in reference to Native Americans. A
very red and obese American Indian with
two teeth is shown on screen while a peace
pipe is passed around. A group of Indians

dance among teepees while Peter Pan
wears a headdress. More than four
decades later, Disney released a film focus-
ing largely on myths surrounding
Pocahontas. The character tries to fight off
the assumptions from her white male friend
that she’s an “ignorant savage,” and the film

attempts to tackle the conflict between
Native Americans and white settlers. The
movie was criticized for over-sexualizing of
Pocahontas and for ignoring the true sacri-
fices she made to keep peace between her
tribe and whites. — AP  

Who is Tommy Wiseau? It’s a question that has
long befuddled and endlessly amused fans of
“The Room,” the infamously bad 2003 movie

Wiseau directed, self-financed and starred in. Where
did this billboard-self-promoting, Terminator-sunglass-
es-wearing Frozen Caveman Lawyer knockoff come
from? (He has claimed New Orleans but investigation -
and his accent - suggest Poland.) How old is he? (No
one knows but older than he has said.) And where did he
get his apparent wealth? (The movie cost $6 million to
make, partly because Wiseau insisted on shooting on
both 35mm film and digital.) It’s also a question that
James Franco’s “The Disaster Artist,” a comedy about
Wiseau and the making of “The Room,” has no interest
in answering. That’s because “The Disaster Artist” isn’t
really about Tommy Wiseau. It’s about James Franco. 

Cheesy filmmaking
A quick recap for the uninitiated. “The Room” ran for

two weeks in Los Angeles (Wiseau wanted it to qualify
for the Oscars) and was roundly panned as a singularly
terrible movie. But it found a “Rocky Horror Picture

Show”-sized cult, with sold-out midnight screenings
that continue to run.  Devotees thrilled to the movie’s
cheesy filmmaking, its strange, woeful imitation of
Tennessee Williams dialogue (“You’re tearing me apart,
Lisa!”), its bizarre narrative incongruities (one character
announces having cancer only for it never to be talked
of again) and its proliferation of spoons throughout
(which fans bring to throw at screenings).

Wiseau’s friend and co-star Greg Sestero later wrote
the 2013 book, with author Tom Bissell, titled “The
Disaster Artist” about the inept making of the movie -
framing the film as a nuttier version of classic Hollywood
tales like “Sunset Boulevard.” Franco, himself, reviewed
the book, concluding that Wiseau wasn’t just a punch-
line but was an outlandish version of every fumbling
aspirant to Hollywood.  “In so many ways, Tommy c’est
moi,” wrote Franco.

To be sure, “The Disaster Artist,” which is based on
Sestero and Bissell’s book, will appeal most to fans of
“The Room.” Much of it plays like a prequel. Our first,
immediately recognizable shot of Tommy (Franco with a
long, jet-black mane) is in silhouette, as if John Wayne is

making his entrance.  He and Sestero meet at acting
class, start reading lines together and are soon headed
to Los Angeles to make it big. I can’t say I ever found
“The Room” nearly so funny as others. Wiseau is far
from an outlier in having misbegotten, even demented
delusions of fame. He’s kind of a tragic figure, an immi-
grant trying to hide his past while making what he hopes
will be an “all-American” movie.

Loose jumble of recreations 
And large swaths of “The Disaster Artist” play off the

joke of a hapless goon trying to cast himself as James
Dean. As a movie about Wiseau, “The Disaster Artist”
isn’t very good. He remains a mystery throughout. Aside
from a spot-on, “SNL”-ready impression of Wiseau,
there’s just not much here besides a loose jumble of
recreations and allusions to “The Room.” (For a testa-
ment to the art of failure, see Tim Burton’s “Ed Wood.”)

Yet as a movie about James Franco, “The Disaster
Artist” is a smash hit. Franco populates the film with
friends and comedians, from Jason Mantzoukas to Seth
Rogen (also a producer). Franco’s brother, Dave, stars

alongside him as Sestero, making the homoerotic bro-
mance between the characters an outright lark. It’s not a
coincidence that the big-name producer Tommy awk-
wardly approaches at a restaurant (and performs
“Hamlet” to) is played by Judd Apatow, who gave Franco
his first break on “Freaks and Geeks” nearly two
decades ago.

The 39-year-old Franco, who has now directed some
18 movies, has long been drawn to all things meta, and,
on that score, “The Disaster Artist” is his piece de
resistance. There’s something joyful about the Franco
brothers playing a fun-house mirror version of their own
Hollywood arrival, and the film’s best scenes are with
Rogen’s production manager, aghast at Tommy’s incom-
petence. 

When Tommy introduces “The Room” at its pre-
miere, Franco might as well be speaking for himself.
“This my move and this my life,” he says. “OK. Be cool.”
“The Disaster Artist,” an A24 release, is rated R by the
Motion Picture Association of America for “language
throughout and some sexuality/nudity.” Running time:
105 minutes. Two and a half stars out of four.  — AP 
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In ‘Disaster Artist,’ Franco finds his masterpiece
Film Review 

The New York Film Critics Circle on
Thursday named “Lady Bird” best fea-
ture film and its star, Saoirse Ronan,

best actress, throwing its full support behind
Greta Gerwig’s comic drama about growing
up in Sacramento, Calif. The wins for “Lady
Bird,” announced on Twitter, add further
steam to the film’s growing Oscar chances.
“Lady Bird,” Gerwig’s first feature as a solo
director, also has the distinction of setting a
new record for perfection: It’s the most wide-
ly reviewed movie on Rotten Tomatoes to
receive 100-percent positive reviews.

Earlier in the week, “Lady Bird” also
scored honors at the Gotham Awards (for
Ronan) and from the National Board of
Review (for Gerwig and co-star Laurie
Metcalf). Ronan, 23, has now won best actress
from the New York critics twice, following
her 2015 win for “Brooklyn.”“The Florida
Project” - an A24 release like “Lady Bird” -
also fared well with the New York critics,
winning best director for Sean Baker and best
supporting actor for Willem Dafoe. The film
depicts the vibrant but hard lives of those liv-
ing at a low-budget Florida motel in the
shadow of Disney World.

Timothee Chalamet, the young star of the
tender coming-of-age tale “Call Me By Your
Name,” took best actor from the New York
critics. Chalamet, 21, is the youngest to
receive the NYFCC award. It’s his third award

of the week, following wins at the Gotham
Awards and the National Board of Review.
Another breakout star, Tiffany Haddish, took
supporting actress for the summer comedy
“Girls Trip.” The win could help propel
Haddish - who so far hasn’t been counted
among the category’s favorites - into further
awards contention this season.

Other winners included Paul Thomas
Anderson for his screenplay to “Phantom
Thread” and Jordan Peele’s horror hit “Get
Out” for best first film. “Mudbound” cine-
matographer Rachel Morrison became the
first woman to win the NYFCC’s best cine-
matography prize. Were her success to con-
tinue, Morrison would be the first woman
ever nominated for cinematography by the
Academy Awards. Best documentary went to
Agnes Varda and JR’s travelogue “Faces
Places.” Pixar’s “Coco” landed best animated
movie. And the foreign language film winner
was Robin Campillo’s “BPM (Beats Per
Minute),” a docudrama about an AIDS
activist in 1990s Paris.

The New York Film Critics Circle Awards
will be handed out January 3. The ceremony
will be dedicated to one of the group’s former
members, the critic Richard Schickel, who
died in February. The critics will also honor
the film writer Molly Haskell with an award
for career achievement. — AP 

‘Lady Bird’ named best picture
by New York Film Critics

A look at minorities in Disney productions 

This image released by A24 Films shows Saoirse Ronan, left, and
Lucas Hedges in a scene from “Lady Bird.” — AP In this June 23, 2010 file photo, Aladdin and Genie perform in “Aladdin - A Musical

Spectacular” at Disney’s California Adventure park in Anaheim. —AP photos 

In this March 21, 2007 file photo, the character Brer Rabbit, from the movie, “Song of
the South,” is depicted at the entrance to the Briar Patch gift shop near the Splash
Mountain ride in the Magic Kingdom at Walt Disney World.

When it comes to fandom, it’s reckoning time
for Matt Lauer, Garrison Keillor and scores
of other men accused of sexual wrongdo-

ing. Hero celebrities have fallen before - Bill Cosby’s
career ended after assault allegations in 2014 - but
never in the rapid succession that has rocked so many
worlds since revelations about Harvey Weinstein
exploded in October. Accusers of politicians, actors,
comedians, singers, producers, directors, other media
powerhouses and assorted business moguls have tak-
en the power and fans of the disgraced have largely
stood with the wronged.

But for some, giving up heroes isn’t easy. Savannah
Guthrie, in breaking the news Wednesday on NBC’s
“Today” show about Lauer’s firing over “inappropri-
ate sexual behavior” with a colleague, appeared to be
on the verge of tears. “How do you reconcile your
love for someone with the revelation that they have
behaved badly, and I don’t know the answer to that,”
she said. “But I do know that this reckoning that so
many organizations have been going through is

important, it’s long overdue and it must result in
workplaces where all women - all people - feel safe
and respected.” Paul Booth, an associate professor of
media and cinema studies in the College of
Communication at DePaul University in Chicago, said
some fans derive a piece of their identity from those
they admire. “Certainly to a lot of fans, fandom feels
like something that you almost don’t have control
over,  that what you’re a fan of is part of who you are
as a person,” he said.

In mourning 
On social media and around the dinner table, many

fans are in mourning. But in the Arizona border town
of Douglas, 37-year-old Nubia Romo isn’t ready to
dump Lauer. “Oh my goodness, I’ve woken up to the
‘Today’ show for years. It’s so, so, so sad. My mother
is really sad, too, but we don’t have his side of the sto-
ry,” said Romo, who is studying to become a real
estate agent. Booth’s academic focus includes fan
mentality, along with the social media hive mind.

While Romo said she was shocked that Lauer would
be accused, hardcore fans, including those of Lauer
but also of Louis CK and Kevin Spacey, may have had

an inkling of rumored transgressions beforehand,
choosing in the past to let the negative slide until alle-
gations were pushed into full view, he said. — AP 

Post-Weinstein, Lauer: A reckoning for fans of fallen heroes

NBC shows Matt Lauer on the set of the “Today” show in
New York. — AP photos 

In this Oct 27, 2017 file photo, Kevin Spacey presents the
award for excellence in television at the BAFTA Los Angeles
Britannia Awards in Beverly Hills. 


